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ThE fuTurE 
is rosy...
and white
The world wouldn’t be quite as white as it is 
without an expanding titanium mining operation 
in the wilds of Mozambique, as Alan Swaby 
learns from managing director Michael Carvill
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Loading of product 
into the Bronagh J

T
hese days, when artists want 
a white on their palette, they 
usually choose titanium white. 
It’s the brightest and most 
opaque white there is and is 

sometimes called the ‘perfect white’. But 
despite titanium having been discovered in 
the 18th century, its use as a pigment came 
far too late for the old masters or anyone, 
for that matter, painting before about 1920.

Today, though, six million tonnes of 
titanium dioxide are used as paint pigments, 
and in a host of other applications from tile 
glazes to toothpaste, and demand is growing. 
So much so that one of the major suppliers 
of ilmenite and rutile—the two heavy 
minerals where titanium is to be found—is 
in the process of ramping up production by 
50 per cent.

“At the current rate of production,” 
says Michael Carvill, managing director 
of Kenmare Resources, “we are sitting 
on deposits that could maintain mining 
here for 200 years. We are in the process 
of doubling our capacity which will take 
us from a seven per cent market share to 
around 10 per cent.”

The mine is literally in the middle 
of nowhere, 1,500 kilometres north of 
the Mozambique capital Maputo, in the 
province of Nampula, directly south of the 
Tanzanian border. In the 1990s, a freelance 
Czechoslovakian geologist identified 
the general area as promising and at his 
instigation, the Yugoslav government 
donated further geological investigation to 
Mozambique as a form of aid.

During the same sort of time scale, 
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Kenmare was developing a 
portfolio of mining interests 
in various parts of the world. 
Kenmare as a company 
dates back to 1972 when it 
raised capital to drill for 
oil near the Irish town of 
Kenmare in county Kerry. 
Nothing ever came of this 
and the company went dormant in 1986 
until bought by Carvill and his partners—
largely because it was already listed on the 
Irish stock exchange. 

Kenmare was invited to get involved with 
developing the Mozambique resources but 
rather than jumping in with both feet, offered 
to test the Yugoslav findings. “We drilled 22 
holes,” says Carvill, “right next to holes that 

had already been sampled. 
Our analysis, though, differed 
widely from the previous 
picture. The lease was 
cancelled and we bowed out.”

E v ent u a l l y,  t h e 
Mozambique authorities 
went back and asked 
Kenmare to continue the 

exploration work, which resulted in huge 
deposits of minerals being found along the 
coast that were further defined during the 
1990s. A feasibility study was completed 
in February 2001 which confirmed its 
commercial viability, yet it took another 
three years of work before a contract was 
placed in 2004 to build the Moma Titanium 
Minerals Mine.

$2,000
 

Current price of rutile  
per tonne

V.Ships UK Limited is delighted to be a provider 
of ship management services to Kenmare. 
The Glasgow-based company has managed 
Kenmare’s sophisticated self-discharging, self-
propelled barge Bronagh J since December 
2007. The vessel is a critical component of 
Kenmare’s mining operation in Mozambique 
where she is required for the export of mineral 
sand to the larger export ships offshore.  
In commenting on the particular challenges 
posed by a specialised vessel of this kind, fleet 
manager Alex Clark stresses: “Our 16-man 
Indian crew enable the vessel to provide a 24-
hour operation. This is particularly challenging 
due to the Bronagh J’s remote location, which 
means that the logistics of supplying the 

vessel need to be overcome through very close 
cooperation and coordination with the owners 
to ensure optimum ship management service 
solutions are delivered.”
 A further challenge is posed by the constant 
sea swell in the Indian Ocean. Alex explains: 
“Our masters need to demonstrate superior ship 
handling skills, particularly in manoeuvring the 
vessel alongside the loading pier. These skills 
are important to minimize downtime to cargo 
handling operations.” Each trip, the vessel loads 
about 3,800 mt based on four hours’ loading, 
two hours’ sailing to OGV, four hours’ discharge 
and two hours’ steam back to repeat the cycle.
 
E.  contact@vships.com

V.SHIPS UK LIMITED

spirals inside 
the wCP



Petromoc e Sasol, SARL
Tel: +258 21 300537/360301/360278  |  Cell: +258 82 3226630/3001941
Commercial Sales Manager: Helder Madeira
Email: hmadeira@pess.co.mz  |  Cell: +258 82 3067050
Retail Manager: Celestino Fabião
Email: cfabiao@pess.co.mz | Cell: +258 82 3226650

PETROMOC E SASOL IS THE PREFERRED AND 
PROFITABLE FUELS MARKETING COMPANY, 
OFFERING VALUE, ADDING PRODUCTS  
AND SERVICES IN THE RETAIL,  
COMMERCIAL AND EXPORT MARKETS

WE WANT  
TO BE YOUR 

PREFERENCE
“To indicate just how 

isolated this place is,” says 
Carvill, “everything on the 
project had to be taken to 
the site by ship because 
there are simply no suitable 
roads or bridges to afford 
an inland approach. It was 
like some grand D-Day 
landing. Just like D-Day, the 
planners underestimated 
the difficulty and the 
contractor lost money on 
what had been negotiated 
as a fixed price deal.”

The whole construction 
e x e r c i s e  p r o v e d 
unsatisfactory all round. 
The plant didn’t function as it should and 
as well as the contractor being out of pocket, 
Kenmare also faced additional expenditure 
getting the plant fit for purpose. Now, though, 
it’s running smoothly and processing 22 
million tonnes of sand a year from which 
Kenmare has the capacity to produce about 
one million tonnes of saleable minerals.

The mining process is based on the use 
of two dredgers, working in an artificial 

Loading of product into the Bronagh J
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“The mining 
process is based 

on The use of Two 
dredgers”

Petromoc e SaSol, Sarl
Petromoc e sasol, sarL (Pess) is a joint venture between 
the Mozambican national oil company Petromoc, sarL, and 
south africa’s sasol investment Company, with the objective 
of optimising and developing resources and capacities to 
provide sales and marketing services to the market. 
with retail outlets in Mozambique, we supply fuels and 
lubricants to our commercial customers in the mining, 
construction, industry, transport and fishing sectors. one of 
our successful contributions to the mining sector is the fuel 
and lubricants solution provided to the Kenmare operation at 
the Moma mine, where a pipeline, fuel storage tanks, loading 
facilities and lubrication equipment were installed. The success 
of this operation both in terms of quality and environmental 
protection can be attributed to the good partnership that has 
been developed with Kenmare over the years.
hmadeira@pess.co.mz



SERVICE PROVIDER:
Multi discipline fabrication facilities

Structural Steelwork • Piping 
Materials Handling Systems

Pressure Vessels • Plate Work 
Machining • Corrosion Protection

Tanks • Stacks

www.genmac.co.za | E-Mail: admin@genmac.co.za

Proudly associated with Kenmare Resources since 2005
Focusing on Long Term Professional Relationships

STRUCTURED TO DELIVER

freshwater pond approximately 800 metres 
long, 300 metres wide and up to 15 metres 
deep. The dredgers make cuts at the base of 
the ore face with high pressure water jets, 
causing the loose ground to collapse into 
the ponds. The mineral-bearing slurry is 
pumped by the dredgers to a wet concentrate 
plant floating alongside. By running the 
slurry down a series of spirals, clean sand is 
separated out, leaving the heavier particles 
free for further processing. The heavy 
metal concentrate produced at the mine 

fatima omar planting cassava 
as part of the mine’s rehabilitation
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“we geT relaTively 
inexpensive elecTriciTy 

from The cahora 
bassa hydroelecTriciTy 

planT”

represents about five per cent by weight of 
the total sand mined.  

“We opted for this form of mining,” says 
Carvill, “because it gives much lower cost 
of production compared to dry mining 

methods. The whole site 
is compact and slurry is 
pumped over relatively 
short distances. Rather than 
having to rely on expensive 
diesel fuel, we get relatively 
inexpensive electricity 
from the Cahora Bassa 
hydroelectricity plant.”

From the pond, the slurry 
is then pumped overland up 
to the mineral separation 
plant and stockpiled for three 
or four weeks until it dries 
out naturally to around five 
per cent moisture content. 

Genmac
Genmac values the opportunity to be in a business 
relationship with a company such as Kenmare resources. 
we thank Kenmare management for recognising Genmac 
as a contributor to their success in pursuing business 
excellence and continued growth.
Genmac is an iso 9001:18000 accredited multi-disciplined 
fabrication facility based in richards Bay, Kwazulu natal, 
south africa. we supply not only locally, we also export 
fabricated items throughout africa and Madagascar, 
delivering either by sea or road. The majority of our clients 
are repeat clients. Genmac earns customer trust by 
completing contracts safely to specification on time within 
budget, every time.
www.genmac.co.za



Aveng E+PC Engineering & Projects Company 
provides comprehensive engineering design, 
procurement, construction management  
and outsourced operational services for  
multi-disciplinary engineering projects in the 
mineral processing and refining industries, 
across Africa and abroad.

Come talk to our team.
www.avenge-pc.co.za  |  www.aveng.co.za

We designed for Africa

Building 30, The Woodlands, Woodlands Drive, Woodmead, Sandton 2191
Private Bag x159 Rivonia 2128, South Africa

Tel: +27 10 205 1000  |  Fax: +27 807 0143  |  Email: Brendan.Creaven@e-pc.co.za

In the processing plant itself, 
the final moisture is driven 
off by heating the sands to 
120°C. After screening to 
remove oversize particles and 
remaining trash, the ore has 
to be separated into ilmenite 
and rutile—the first being 
magnetic and in the majority, 
and the latter non-magnetic.

“The refining process, 
proper,” says Carvill, 
“consists of repeated passes 
through electrostatic separators, each time 
removing more and more of the waste. The 
technology is simple enough but it requires 
constant attention and a sensitive hand on 
the controls to keep the plant working at 
high efficiency.”

There is a third mineral mined at Moma, 
although unrelated to titanium. Zircon is an 
important raw material in the manufacture 
of ceramics that saw a doubling of prices 
during 2011. This may well slip back as 
demand in China eases but last year 
Kenmare did very well from the 44,000 
tonnes it exported.

On the environmental front, Kenmare’s 
policy is to meet not only Mozambican 
environmental requirements, but all relevant dredge mining at Moma
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rohliG-Grindrod
rohlig-Grindrod provides professional and value-added 
solutions to projects of any nature. our dedicated and 
professional team has handled some of the most complex 
global projects, making the impossible possible by partnering 
with project experts who are leaders in their specific fields. 
we partner with the best because we understand the 
frustrations of delays, damages and costly sub-standard 
services. we are proud of our involvement with Kenmare 
resources in the Moma sands Project in Mozambique and 
are confident of an ongoing successful partnership. 
www.rohlig.co.za

“we are in The process of doubling 
our capaciTy which will TaKe us from 

a seven per cenT marKeT share 
To around 10 per cenT”



With 25 years history in South 
African markets we are experts  
in the piping business. 
Visit us at: www.flexiconpiping.co.za

MS Minelog Supplies cc

Int phones & Faxes: +27(11) 918-6811 / 7989
E-mail address: minelog@telkomsa.net

Minelog remains very proud of it’s thirteen year 
association with Kenmare as a supply agent of 

goods and provider of logistical support services 
to deliver cargo by means of road, sea and air

On this occasion we have pleasure in extending 
admiration for the substantial expansion project 

in progress and thank Kenmare for Minelog’s  
continued involvement and business  

support received.

IMPORT & EXPORT TO MOZAMBIQUE - 
LOGISTICS SUPPORT & FREIGHT

Lower switchroom costs and 
lower operating costs
With Danfoss VLT Drives
Compact VLT® drives designed as standard to meet typical 
mine site installation requirements are enabling Mining 
companies build smaller, lower cost switchrooms and 
helping manage their capital expenditure on new and 
expansion projects. In addition, the high effi  ciency and 
resultant lower losses of VLT® drives combined with an 
innovative back-channel cooling design enables the use of 
smaller, lower cost switchroom air conditioning systems, 
further reducing switchroom costs and resulting in 
signifi cantly lower operating costs.

www.danfoss.com

MAKING MODERN LIVING POSSIBLE

Danfoss (Pty) Ltd
P.O. Box 5022, 2128 Rivonia, Sandton, South Africa 

Tel. +27 11 785 7600, Fax. +27 11 803 8244

>$115,000
estimated cost savings

estimated to be the 
switchroom cost savings 
on a recent project 
resulting from the 
compact enclosures of 
VLT® drives.

85%
average lower switchroom heat

load resulting from the high 
effi  ciency and innovative back-
channel cooling of VLT® drives.

international standards, 
including World Bank 
standards. Clean tailings are 
straightforward to deal with 
as the coarse sand settles 
immediately. There is also 
a fine clay fraction (slimes) 
that settles less quickly. 
Slimes are deposited at the 
rear of the dredge pond 
where they are spread out 
for future rehabilitation. 

As the dredgers mine the 
ore and the sand is deposited behind the 
mine pond, the pond gradually moves along 
and the land is rehabilitated. The course 
sand is contoured to match the surrounding 
geography and then covered with a layer of 
clay-rich slimes mixed with sand which helps 
the subsoil retain the necessary moisture and 
nutrients to aid re-vegetation. A final layer 
of stored topsoil—containing seeds, organic 
material and microorganisms—becomes 
home for a variety of plants and food crops.

2011 has been a good year for Kenmare. 
At the start of the period, ilmenite was 
achieving about US$100 per tonne but by 
the end of the year, prices for 2012 deliveries 
were hitting $300 to $400 per tonne. It 
seems the industry is moving away from aerial view of processing plant and mine pond
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danfoSS South africa
danfoss south africa is proud to be associated with 
Kenmare resources and its Moma sands Mozambique 
plant. we believe that our VLT® Variable speed drives, due 
to their reliability and efficiency, are a good choice given 
the remoteness of the Moma sands location. danfoss 
after-sales support, utilising service partners, enables us 
to support our products wherever they may be.
VLT® automation drives received the frost and sullivan 
award for innovation and the if design award for their 
user friendliness.
www.danfoss.com

“we opTed for This form of mining because 
iT gives a much lower cosT of producTion 

compared To dry mining meThods”



“producTion here can be ramped 
up any Time we choose in order To 

TracK increasing demand”

multi-year pricing to a model of setting 
prices on a shorter term basis as demand 
outstrips supply. This is good for Kenmare, 
as is the rise in rutile prices—the other 
source of titanium oxide found at Moma. 
In the same period, prices have increased 
from around $700 to over $2,000 per tonne.

“Despite the downturn in Chinese real 
estate,” says Carvill, “we consider that 
the market for titanium feedstocks will 
remain strong—at least in the medium-
term. Barring a precipitous drop in demand 
caused by another global financial crisis, it 

is hard to see how supply tightness can be 
relieved for some time to come. Production 
here can be ramped up any time we choose 
in order to track increasing demand.”

This is all good news for Kenmare which 
is sitting on one of the better bodies of ore 
anywhere in the world. It’s of a good mineral 
grade that doesn’t need to be upgraded 
before use and the mining operation is 
blessed with cheap power, abundant fresh 
water and no costly overburden to remove. 
With its own loading jetty in the backyard, 
Kenmare can ship product to customers at 

dredge mining at Moma
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minimum cost.
This means that the go button for phase 

II of the site’s development—a 50 per cent 
increase in capacity—has now been pressed 
and is well underway. “The expansion will 
be a half scale mirror image of the dredge-
based mining operations that already 
exist,” says Carvill, “which will give us the 
possibility of another ramp-up in production 
as soon as we identify that supply is being 
outstripped by demand.”

As well as increasing throughput by 
putting in another bank of ilmenite 
separators, the processing plant is trying 
to remove some cost elements by installing 
a wet high intensity magnetic separation 
circuit at the front end. This equipment is 
in common use within the mineral sands 

industry and will replace the dry primary 
separation stage and its associated costs 
by separating magnetic and non-magnetic 
fractions within the heavy mineral 
concentrate while in a wet state.  

Expansion will increase design capacity 
by approximately 50 per cent all round, 
resulting in an increase in production of 
ilmenite from 800,000 tonnes per annum 
(tpa) to 1.2 million tpa; zircon from 50,000 
tpa to75,000 tpa; and rutile from 14,000 tpa 
to 22,000 tpa. The $300 million expansion 
project is well underway and already the 
beaches once again resemble D-Day as 
heavy pieces of equipment are landed by 
sea—the roads still remaining not much 
better than they were.

In other respects, too, the area is 

wet concentrator plant and dredges operating at night

Kenmare resources
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Loading of product 
from Bronagh J to 
customer’s vessel

benefitting from Kenmare’s presence. Since 
2004 it has sponsored the Kenmare Moma 
Development Association (KMAD)—an 
independent not-for-profit development 
organisation which supports and contributes 
to the development of the communities 
close to the mine.  

While Kenmare contributes most of the 
cash needed, it does so with help from other 
aid bodies and voluntary involvement of 
Kenmare’s employees both in Mozambique 
and Ireland. KMAD focuses on three 
categories of projects. First, it facilitates 
economic opportunities by encouraging 
local farmers to provide the food the mine 
needs. Then, it sponsors ongoing education 
programmes designed to slow the spread of 
HIV/AIDS, a serious problem in Mozambique 
as in so many African countries. The final 
strand in KMAD’s contribution is to do what 
it can in improving rural infrastructure. 
Based on community needs, it contributes to 
health facilities or school resources. Anxious 
not to create any white elephants, KMAD will 
only become involved with a project when it 
is clear it has a sustainable future.

The world over, rural areas tend to be at 
the bottom of the food chain, but with the 
size of Kenmare’s resources in Mozambique 
there could be a little part of Ireland 
there for many years to come, making a 
contribution to the country as a whole and 
the local community in particular.  

Kenmare resources
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for more information about
Kenmare resources visit:
www.kenmareresources.com
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